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INTRODUCTORY REMARKS 

The Commission herewith presents to the Council its proposals concerning 

the fixing of prices for certain agricultural products for thP 1978/79 

marketing year and a number of related measures. 

The Commission is also presenting to the Council: 

a) Important proposals for further action to bring about a balance be
tween supply and demand in the dairy sector (see Com(78) 430 final of 
September 27 1978). As part of these proposals the rommissior1 has 
made a political choice in favour of a new type of eo-responsibility 
levy. 

b) A new appraoch to structural policy in agriculture which will be flex
ible so as to allow adaptation to changing economic r:lrc\Jmstancf's r~nd 
different needs. This new appraoch will also permit prinrity treatmer1t 
in weaker regions. 

c) Its proposals for agri-monetary measures in the contf'xt of the new 
European Monetary System (EMS). 

The attached proposals have been formulated in the light of the information 

contained in the 1978 Report on the Agricultural Situation in the Community 

(report to be published in January 1979 in conjunction with the Twelftl1 

General Report on the activities of the European Communities) and in the 

1978 Report on the Situation of Agricultural Markets (COM(78) 500 final). 

The financial consequences of the attached proposals are laid down in 

Volume II of document (COM<79) 10 final). 

The legal acts relating to the price determinations for the 1979/80 market

ing year and those concerned with related measures are included in 

Volume Ill of document (COM(79) 10 final). 

The Commission has proposed the introduction of the ECU into the commor1 

agricultural policy. 

For the moment the conversion coefficient between the ECU and the unit of 

account does not exist; it will not be possible to establish it until the 

day on which the E.M.S. comes into force. 

It is for this reason that the explanatory memorandum and the proposals 

annexed, including those relating to the representative rates, are based on 

the unit of account. As soon as the E.M.S. comes into force, the figures 

contained in these proposals must be considered as converted into fCU's 

with the aid of the conversion coefficient which will be decided on. 

• 
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SUMMARY 

The Commission's price proposals for the 1979/80 marketinq year are made aqainst 

the following background : 

1. The general economic environment remains that of slow growth, serious but 

declining inflation and high unemployment. 

2. The imbalance between supply and demand on several major agricultural markets 

(in particular, milk and sugar) is still serious. The Community has made ma

jor efforts to increase internal and external sales, nevertheless stocks of 

many products remain high. 

3. The major feature of Community agriculture in 1978 is a record harvest of 

116 million tons of cereals. 

4. Imports of competing animal feedstuffs continue to grow, since import pricPs 

continue to fall as a result of the falling value of the dollar and overs1Jpply 

on the world market. 

5. The rate of increase in input prices has slowed down for the third yPar 1n 

succession from 10 % in 1977 to 4 X in 1978. 

6. The gap between Community and world market prices is widening for most woduns. 

7. The realignment in October of the snake currencies has widened the gap between 

• positive and negative MCA's. 

Under present general economic and agricultural market circumstances, the 

Commission proposes : 

a) a standstill of common agricultural prices for the 1979/80 marketing year; 

b) a set of measur~s to restore the market equilibrium in the milk sector; 

c> improvements of the structural policy, in order to achieve better coherence 

with the marketing policy and to take more account of specific regional needs; 

d) agri-monetary measures • 

• 
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A. Prices 

a) The General Economic Background 

1. The background to the 1979/80 price proposals is one of continued 

gradual recovery from the recession of 1977. The qrnwth rat~ of 

real domestic product was between 2 1/2 and 3 per CPnt in 197R. 

Unemployment stabilised in the course of the year; but there are 

more than six million people (5.8 per cent of the available 

labour force) without jobs. Inflation is still serious, and the 

rate of increase of consumer prices remained in the range of 7 to 

8 per cent in 1978. 

2. There are still important differences between Member States for 

each of these economic indicators. 

These differences are reflected in the evolution of exchange 

rates between currencies. Tensions within the snake led to a 

realignment of central rates in October. In the 12 months to 

December 1978 the Italian Lira and the pound sterling depreciated 

respectively 7.1 per cent and 3.9 per cent against the European 
Unit of Account, the French Franc remained approximately stable 
(although there were speculative movements in the course of the 
year) while the snake currencies appreciated by amounts ranging 
from 1.7 to 2.7 per cent. 

3. Budgetary and monetary policy, while remaining cautious, moved 

into a somewhat more expansionary posture in the course of 1978, 

notably in the framework of the 'concerted action' programme 

decided in July 1978. 

4. As a result some further improvement in growth can be expected in 

1979, with GDP now expected to rise about 3 1/2 per cent. 

Unemployment, however, will only fall slightly, and inflation 

will remain a serious problem. 

The present efforts of the Community to move towards a European 

Monetary System (EMS) should reduce monetary divergence. 

.. 
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b) The Situation on Agricultural Markets 

1. Several agricultural markets are still characterized by supply-

demand imbalance. Structural surpluses exist in the milk and sugar 

sectors and the milk imbalance worsened in 1978. There are potential 

or actual difficulties for wine, olive oil and some tobacco varieties. 

Despite a comparatively low degree of self-supply in the beef market 

(93- 95 %), intervention stocks are still high. The markPt b~Lance 

for cereals is affected by a record Community harvest as well a·; by 

rapidly growing imports of competing animal feedstuffs. 

The following paragraphs give a more detailed survey of the situation 

on several markets (milk, sugar, cereals, meat, wine, olive oil, 

tobacco> • 
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Milk 

2. Since 1960, milk production has risen by 1.7% a year as a result of 

steadily increasing yields (COM(78) 430 final of 25 September 1978l. 

The growth of human consumption of milk and dairy products, but 

notably that of milk fat, stopped in the late 1960's and it is now 

prevented from falling further by a series of special measures. 

A significant development has been the increasing use of skimmed milk 

powder in animal feed in place of liquid skimmed milk. 

3. The imbalance in the milk market has deteriorated further in 1978. 

Milk deliveries to dairies are expected to increase by 4.3 %, 

twice the normal annual growth. Consumption of milk and fresh milk 

products has been relatively stable and much of the increased produc

tion has been made into intervention products. Butter production is 

expected to increase by 7% and skimmed milk powder production by 

8. 5 %. 

·stocks of butter are some 140.000 tons higher at the ena or 1978 than 

in 1977. Skimmed milk powder stocks have fallen b~ck to about 700.UUO 

tons due to an increased budgetary effort but are still too high. 

EAGGF expenditure for the milk sector has doubled between 1973 and 1977. 

It is estimated at 3.4milliard EUA (european units of account> for 

1978 <20% of the value of the product). 

4. Forecasts up to 1985 reveal a worsening of the market situation, as a 

result of increasing production and stagnating consumption. World mnrkets 

will remain saturated and will not provide additional reasonably-

priced outlets. The Community's obligation to import butter from 

New Zealand <120,000 tons in 1979 and 115,000 tons in 1980> extends 
until 1980. 
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~------------------------------------------------------~ 

COWS. MILK PRODUCTION ANO HUMAN CONSUMPTION or MILK \ 
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Sugar 

s. Sugar production has grown by about 2.5 % a year since the beqinning of 

the 1960's, with considerable variation between harvests. Consumption 

reached a peak in 1973/74 - just before the sharp price rise caused by 

world shortage and is still well below its high point. Domestic production 

has exceeded human consumption each year since 1975/76. In addition the 

Community has had since 1974 an obligation to import 1.3 million tons 

(white value) of preferential sugar a year from ACP countries, the OCT 

(Overseas Countries and Territories) and from India. 

6. In 1977/78, 10.7 million tons of domestic production was available to the 

internal market. When imports were taken into account, the Community was 

left with an exportable surplus of 2.6 million tons. 

During the 1977/78 campaign, world market prices fell to about 30 % of 

Community sugar prices. 

The 1978/79 harvest is expected to yield 10.9 million tons for the 

internal market. The Community's exportable surplus will again be more 

than 2.6 million tons, of which 1.2 million tons correspond to imports 

of A.C.P. sugar. 

EAGGF expenditure on the sugar sector more than trebled between 1973 

and 1977. In 1978 it rose to 909 million EUA, a further increase of 50%. 

EAGGF income from the production levy and storage levy for sugar rearhPd 

482 million EUA in 1978. 

7. The present quota system for sugar expires on June 30, 1980. 

However, the Community's obligation to import 1.3 million ton5 of preferen

tial sugar is of an indefinite duration. Forecasts up to 1985 show tt1at 

Community consumption is not likely to increase significantly, while c;u~ar 

production, apart from fluctuationsdue to climatic conditions, will b~ 

affected by the new production policy to be adopted by the Council in 1979. 
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Cereals 

8. Community cereals production has grown at 0.7 X a year since 1968. 

Maize (+ 4~6 X a year) and durum wheat (+ 2.4 %) have shown the fastest 

growth rates, though from low levels. Common wheat and barley, which 

together account for 70% of cereals production, grew at 0.6 % and 1.3 X 

respectively. Each of these increases is partly due to higher yields, 

though for maize, barley and durum ~heat increased acreage has played an 

important part. Human consumption remains more or less stable. The fal.l. 

in the use for animal feeds in the last few years has been due to the 

rapidly increasing use of cheap cereal substitutes (of tapioca, almost 

6 million tons in 1978>. 

9. The 1978 harvest is expected to reach 116 million tons, a rise of 11 % 

on 1977. Within this figure, common wheat has increased by 21 % and 

barley by 6 %. For the first year in its history, the Community has 

a level of self-supply greater than 100 %. Community cereal prices are 

currently more-than-doubte world market prices for wheat, barley and 

m<dze. This situation may worsen as a result of increased supplies on 

world _markets. 

EAGGF exPEnditure ~n the cereals sector varies according to the Level 

vf the Community h<'lt'vest. It rose to 1 580 mill ion EUA in 1978 -

two-and-a··h,,! f -t: imes as high as in 1977. 

10. Fore a!t~ up to 1985 indicate a move towards greater difficulties of 

dispe:sal f:n an irrreasing Community cereal crop. This demands moderation 

in pr1cin~ ard ~tritt attention to the most efficient operation of the 
revi<:f·.· -'P~ ·J"'t ;;:;y~,t:em (the "silo") •.. 
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11. Beef production since 1963 has been increasing by 2X a year. 

Consumption has increased more slowly (1.7% a year) largely due 

to competition from pigmeat and poultry (annual growth rates of 

3.0% and 5.5% respectively). The structure of beef production is 

changing rapidly : the number of beef production units is 

decreasing and average herd size is increasing. More than 80% of 

beef produced has its origin in the dairy and dual purpose herd 

and the number of cows of beef breeds has fallen each year since 

1975. 

12. Beef production in 1978 is estimated at 6.3 million tons, about 

the same level as 1977, following a cyclical fall that started in 

1975. Consumption is estimated at 6. 7 mill ion tons. Imports 

have stabilised at around 385.000 tons with exports at ~r'OlJnd 

195.000. The market deficit in 1978 was made up by a reduction 

in intervention stocks. 

EAGGF expenditure for the beef sector in 1978 is estimat~d ~t 502 

million EUA, half of the peak attained in 1975. 

Production within the Community is expected to grow slowly over 

the next few years (about 1% a year). World market price~ hav~ 

recently improved and supplies on world beef markets are expected 

to decrease in 1979, indicating that prices will probahly be at 

least sustained. Forecasts up to 1985 indicate a narrow gap 

between demand and supply on the Community beef market. 

13. Producer prices for pigmeat, eggs and poultry have been under 

serious pressure. This reflects the continuing strong increases 

in production, particularly of pigmeat in certain Member States, 

which must be seen in association with the level of animal feed 

costs. 
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14. Wine production in the Community is growing at a long-term rate of 1 X 

a year (1960- 1977) due to increasing yields and a slightly increasing 

area. Year-to-year harvest variations are sometimes as great as 40 X. 

Consumption has been more or less stable over the last 15 years. 

Per capita consumption varies widely between Member States - beinq 

high in the main producing countries (France, 103 litres per head) and 

abnormally low in Ireland (2 litres) and the United Kingdom (6 litres). 

This difference is due to different consumption habits and fiscal policies. 

The stability of consumption and the long-term trend of increased produc

tion mean that above-average harvests will lead to increasing sur~luses. 

'15. Wine production in 1978/79 is estimated at 130 million hectotitres and, 

being below average, will not cause any market difficultie&. 

EAGGF expenditure in the wine sector varies with the harvest. The expen

diture of 231 million EUA for 1978 reflects problems of previous years. 
and will be substantially underspent. 

16. The Commission's programme (COM(78) 260 of July 31, 1978>, if adopted by 

the Council, will reduce by 89,000 hectares the area under vines 

<a drop of 3,5 %). The reduction of.high excise duties would also sti

mulate consumption. forecasts up to 1985 reveal an imbalanced wine 

market even in years of average harvest,if the Commission's proposals 
ar~ not accepted. 
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Olive oil 

17. statistical difficulties make it impossible to draw up a gr~ph showing 

the precise evolution of production and consumption of otivP oil. 

Production and consumption of olive oil are concentratPd in Italy. 

According to the Commission's estimations, however, the production of 

olive oil has slightly increased since 1960 as a result of technical 

improvements; the number of trees appears to have remained unchanged. 

There is reduced scope for an increase in production in the future. 

During the period 1970/74, some increases in consumption of olive oil 

in the Community took place; this evolution is reflected in the 

increase in imports during these years. Since 1975, however, consumption 

has fallen sharply, due to an unfavourable relationship between consu

mer prices for olive oil and competing oils. Measures are now bEinq 

taken to halt the fall in consumption through the introduction of an 

aid for consumption wflich will reduce consumer prices. In November 1918, 

intervention stocks were at a level of 9~,000 tons. 

EAGGF expenditure on olive oil is estimated at 214 million EUA for 

1978, 2.5 X of EAGGF guarantee expenditure. 

Tobacco 

18. While the Community's self-supply is only 25 %, intervention regularly 

takes place for some raw-tobacco qualities. The EAGGF expenditure for 

this sector amounts to 3 X of total guarantee expenditure and rppresents 

45 X of the value of Community produce,·measured as packed tobacro. 

This 45 % represents the gap that exists between the Community cost 

price and the world market price for competing varieties. 

Community protection is provided only by the CCT. Customs duties are 

nil for goods imported from several countries (Gr,eece, Turkey, ACP) 

or are reduced as a result of preferential agreements {SPG) or the pro
visions of the GATT treaty. 
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c) The agricultur~l background 

1. Since "1970" real agricultural incomes (gross value added at market prices 

p,er person employed) have increased by more than 3 ~~ a year wh i eh is slightly 

more than in the economy as a whole. The raw material crisis of 197ft sharply 

affected agricultural incomes everywhere in the Community (- 6.7 %). Since 

the general economic recession began, agricultural incomes have recovered, 

although not at the same rate in all countries. 

2. Regional income disparities are still very high; the spread of incomes 
is particularly high in France and in Italy. 

Income disparities between sectors are also important, arable farms faring 

twice as well as cattle farms; income fluctuations are more substantial for 

pigmeat than for other livestock sectors. 

3. Income figures are not yet available for 1978, but available indicators show 
that 1978 was a fairly satisfactory year. 

Agricultural output was again above average for many products (cerPals 

+ 11 %; milk+ 4.3 %, sugar+ 1.7 %). Cereals producers benefited from a much 

higher volume of production and livestock producers from abund~nt, stable and 

in some cases cheaper feed. The increase of producer prices is estimated at 

2.6 % on average. The value of gross output at current prices is expected to 

' . " 
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increase by 7 to 8% (1977 : 10 %). : 

As in 1977, this result is negatively influenced by a substantial decrease in 
receipts from potato production. 

Agriculture was also helped by a lower inflation rate in the general e~0nomy. 

The rate of increase of input prices has slowed down for the third yr-,1r· 111 

succession (1978 : 4 %; 1977 : 10 %). Prices for some inputs (animAL fef'd) 

even decreased, due to the falling value of the dollar and arnpte suppl ie<:; on 
world markets. 

As a result of forces acting on agricultural markets, but excltJding the 

substantial fluctuations on the potato market for which no common price poli

cy is applied, gross value added at market prices per farm worker inrreased 

by 13 % in 1978. Taking account of the rate of inflation this means a rr0l 

increase of 4 %.Real agricultural income measured in terms of gross val.uP 

added at factor cost, which take account of subsidies and indirect taxes, 

increased by more than 3% (potatoes exc~uded) and 1.6% (potatoes ir1cluded>. 
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' 
4. Despite serious imbalances on several m~rkets, agricultural price support has 

increased. The modest rise in common prices in 1978/79 has also to be seen in 

conjunction with the various adaptations in green rates. Thus support prices 

were maintained or increased in real terms in MembPr St at~~·~ <Jccmmt i nq for 

over 60% of agricultural output <France, Italy, Unitf'd rinflrl'~rn 1 • Wht:r 1? real 

prices decreased, this was generally in Member States when• supp<_ort pricec; are 

currently above the common price Level as a result of undPrvalued green rates 

(Germany and to a lesser extent Benelux); the October adjustment in snake 

currency central rates increased the amounts by which support prices in rhese 

countries were above the common price Levels. 

5. Supplies of most important commodities on world m<'3rkets are relat ive!.v h if;h and 

prices are low. This development has a double effect on Community agr itul turP. 

The gap between the Comry~unity's pric~ support level and world market prices 

for most products is widening despite the policy of agricultural pricf' nrluien

ce. The possibilities of selling Community produce on world markets ~t ~ 

reasonable cost are therefore reduced. Lower prices for animal feedstufts 

(soya; maniac, favour Comm~:~nity livestock producers and are a cause nf 

increased output. 

6. The situation of agriculture affects consumers and the evolution of food con

sumption. As a result of the prudent price policy pursued by the Community anrl 

improvements in productivity, the Community's consumers have had the benefit~ 
this year of good. levels of farm production which have restrained or reduced 

prices for several important farm products. Recently average market prices for 

bread-making wheat, barley, and poultry were slightly below last year's levels 

while eggs and pigmeat were substantially below. At least two-thirds (lf the 

increase in food prices in the Community in the first sil( months of 19/8 w"ls 

due to increased processing and distribution costs. Thi~ phenomenon is beiny 

studied by the Commission. 

7. The 1978/79 price package resulted in refnforced measures to encourage consump

tion. This effort is most developed in the milk sector where a considerauL~ 

budgetary stimulus has been given to internal and external sales. The prnr.e~ds 

of the eo-responsibility levy contributed only marginally. Consumers are also 

benefitting from increased efforts in the field of the harmonis~tion of le 4 is

lation (food quality, public health>. 

8. Many of the Community's special import arrangements bring direct or indirect 

advantages to consumers. Lower world pr·ices for vegetable fats and proteins 

have been passed on to the consumer through relatively'lower prices for poul

try, eggs, pigmeat, edible oils, margarine and so on. 
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d) Conclusions 

1. A worsening imbalance on major agricultural markets calls for a 

pric~ standstill for the 1979/80 marketing year. The prudent 

price policy, followed during the last two campaigns, has proved 

to be insufficient to tackle as serious market problems as those 

prevailing for instance in the milk sector. Additional measure~ 

prove to be ineffective if they are partially neutralized by 

price incentives. 

2. The Commission considers that the price policy plays a central 

role for the development of production and consumption of aqri

cultural products. The Commission believes that a rigorous price 

policy is essential so long as major market imbalances persist. 

Under present general economic and agricultural market circum

stances, it therefore proposes a standstill of common agricul

tural prices for the 1979/80 marketing year. 

3. The Commission also considers that the general income situation 

of the farming Community does not preclude such a price policy. 

The results of the objective method corroborate this conclusion. 

4. The present price package contains comprehensive proposals to 

restore the market equilibrium in the dairy sector, as well as 

arrangements which take account of the situation of small dairy 

farmers. 

The introduction of this system will help to avoid socially un

acceptable consequences of such a policy. Specific regional 

needs will be met by an improved structural policy, for which the 

Commission also presents a new approach. 

I: 
i 

'' 
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T~e following taole sho~s the proposed prices ~hich are unchanged except for proposals Linked with a~endrents to the 
regime or in respect of quality (rye, colza, linseed and fLax) 

Amounts fixed ! Incre,Jse ~ pc>r jear 1979/80 proposals 
Product Category of price or amount 1973/79 1978/7~~ 

~ 
amounts 

. u a/tonne ___.-first year 8 u a/tonne Remarks 
(c;) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Durum wheat Target price 224,27 5,5 0,0 224,27 ( 1) 

Single intervention price 203,01 5,1 0,0 203,01 
Aid 63 ua/ha - - 63 ua/ha 

Common wheat Target price 162,39 3,9 2,72 162,39 ( 1) 

Common single intervention price 121,57 1,9 1,26 121,57 
Reference price for bread-wheat 136,96 (2) - 1,01 136,96 (2) 

. 
Barley Target price 147,23 4,5 1,56 147,23 (1) 

Common single intervention price 121,57 3,3 1,26 121,57 

Rye Target price 155,12 4,7 0,0 155,12 (1) jAid of 26 u.a./ 

Single intervention price 130,25 3,7 1,0 121,57 I ha ~ n specific 
reg1ons 

Maize Target price 147,23 4,5 1,56 147,23 (1) 

I Single intervention price - - - - -
Common single intervention price 121,57 - C3,Q) 121,57 I 

Rice Target price - husked rice 301,26 4,7 1,9 I 301,26 ( 1 ) 

SingLe interv. price - paddy rice "174,98 3,4 2,0 174,98 
• 

Sugar Minimum price for sugarbeet 25,94 4,3 2,0 I 25,94 I 
Target price for white sugar 352,50 4,7 2,0 

I 
352,50 I 

Intervention price for wl'1 it e sugar 334,90 4,7 I .., if 334,90 
i 

_, ... 
l 

I I ' ' i l I 

Olive oil P:"O•juct icn ~ar::jet ~rice 1.9~5,40 .:,3 ? ,., 
' 1. 9~ 5 ,,.:.:J I 

' l .,~ I 

"'lark et ~::3r)et or~ce I - I - - l - I 
Intervent1Qn cr~~e 

I 
1.~1!,L..J c 7 ... ,~ j ~.'+~1,.t..S I I ',' i 

I P,...ocuct'c~ aid .:.3:, :o ' - - I 431,1:J I I I i 
' --

~ 

I 
11 

I 
' 

:j 
.I 
I 

I 
'i 

I 
I 
l 

I 



Product Category of price or 

1 2 

Oilseeds Target price . Colza and rape seed . Sunflower seed 
Basic intervention price . Colza and rape seed . Sunflower seed 
Guide price . Soya seed . Flax seed . Castor seed 
Fixed rate aid (per ha) . Cotton seed 

Dried I F i xe d rate aid 
fodder Guide price 

I Activating price Peas and 
beans I Minimum price 

! Flax and :Fixed rate aid Cper ha) 

I 
• Hemp 

amount 

I 
I 
I 
I 
i 

I 
! 
I 

I 
I 

' I 
' i 
I. 

Amounts fixed 
n7al79 
u a/tonne 

3 

296,70 
323,20 

288,20 
313,80 

321,70 
324,30 
420,00 

108,70 

5,00 
103,00 

285,00 
175,00 

202,55 
183,96 

T 
!ncreJS~' 

. 
:.:. ~ • !'" ye3 r I 

1978/79 -------~ ~ 
~fi re_sr:,t, year 1 977/78 

4 
j s I l 

I ! I 
I 

i 3,5 

I 
4,0 l 

i 4,3 5,0 l 
' I 

I 
! 

3,5 I 4..,0 l I 

I 4,3 51'0 1 
I I 

I I 
I 

! I 

8,4 5,0 ' 

I 
l 

5,8 4,0 I 
I 
I - I - I I 

- I - I 
I I 
I I 

l ~ - l - i 

I i - I - ' 

I 
I 

I l 
i i 

l • - i - I 
I I - ' - ' I I 

1 ! 
I 

- -
19 7 ?/3C ;::r~..::oc:;,1LS 

a,oour.c~ R err.arks 
u a/tonne 

-
6 7 

302,70 
323,20 

294,20 
313,80 

321,70 
324,30 
420,00 

108,70 

5 ,·JO 
1C3,00 

285,00 
17s,:::o 

2~J2,55 
1 83 ... )16 

( 

I 
I 
I 
l 
I 
1 
i 
I 

i 1" eau i '.1::-t-.SYS.em 

~ Lent to castor~ 
peas and bec.ns. 

••• ".add i '"i onal and 
tempcrary aid of 
1:JO u.a,/ton 

.. ---
I 

I 

l'hemp ~~. Fibre flax 

,
/_s_e_e_d_s------~-A-;_d __ (_p_e_r __ 1_0_G __ kg-)------------------~-------------4--------------~------------~--·-----------

' :'llonoec;ous hemp 1G,SD ··:,.s.:; 
! 

1 
1=-iore Eax 14,50 

, 1 • Ul"'seeds 11,50 
i 

iG 38 l . Grasses ~G - 38 
.. - 28 

--------------

I 

! 
l 

! 

I 
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l 
Amounts fbej I IncreJse r. oc:>r year 1979/80 prop_OSJl S 

Product Category ot price or amount 1978/79 I 197sn:~ ~ 
amounts Remarks 

[_1_ u a/tonne 1...--- fi~~~- year u a/tonne 8 

2 3 4 5 6 7 

I Tab L <? T y pe R r I G u i de p r i c ~ 2,07 4,9 2,0 2,07 
i wine: RII1 (per degree/hl or per hl 2,07 5,9 2,0 2,07 
I RII according to type) 32,28 4,7 2,0 32,28 

AI 1,94 4,6 2,0 1,94 
AII! 43,02 4,9 2,0 43,02 
.UJI• 49,12 4,9 2,0 49 .. 12 

Raw tobacco Guide price (3) - 2,0 ( 3) 
Intervention price on average 

Fruit and Basic price 
(4) - 2,0 ( 4) 

vegetable Buying-in price 

I Milk 
i 

177,00 Target price for milk 177,00 5,6 2,0 
Intervention price 
~ for butter 2.357,20 3,1 I 2,07 2.357,20 
. for skimmed-milk powder 957,80 8,8 1,80 957,80 

I . for cheese I - Grana padana 30 - 60 days 2.311,30 6,4 I 3,3 2.311,30 
- Grana padano 6 r.1onths 2.804,80 6,5 j 4,1 2.804,80 

I - Parmigiano-Reggiano 6 months 3.060,30 6,5 ! 4,6 3.060,30 
l _L I 

I 

' I,.. • I l aeef and !I.JUlde or, .:e far adult bovines 
I veaL 1 (Live weight) 

I 1.259,70 I 6,4 ! 2,5 1.259,70 
I i Intt!rven t ion l 

I 

p,."ice for aau~t bo- ' l i t i vines ( ~ 1 ve we~ght~ ! 1.133, 70 ! 4,5 ' 2,5 1.133,70 I j 

l p. . I ' 
I ' 

i 1gmeat Jaas~: ;:r..;:e \s:.a1..t9~ter Ne 1;}rt} 1.226,(4 i 4,.8 2,0 1. 226,04 
I ' l : 
' ' 
1 SiLkworms ~ 1 .j oe~ ~ex J"f si '.I< seec ! 55,0G l - l - 55,00 

I ' I : l ~ ~:: ~ ~ ... a.-.-..~,.-,~.,0""' O .... ·~J·:\.,o6::'7,.. ~:""--=~~)j I - -· - - ... :: i.. .... ..... 

' ' , ;:;e- :: ~ t; ~ - - - -
' i j ·--·- -·-~------ ~--·---· -

.. 
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(1) It will be necessary to take into account changes in various tech~ical ele~ents, in acc?rdance ~ith the casic Regulations 
for cereals and for rice (for example transport costs). The Commission will transmit tnese later. 

(2) This price applies to the m1n1mum bread-making quality. It is derived from the nominal reference price for the average 
bread-making quality by substracting a quality adjustment of 2.84 u.a./t. 

(3) Nineteen varieties of tobacco, the prices for which apply to the calendar year. 

(4) Products in Annex II of the Council Regulation of 18 May 1972 and periods varying according to the products; 

Lemons 1.6.1979 to 31.5.1980 Apples 1.8.1979 to 31.5.1980 
Pears 1.7.1979 to 30.4.1980 Mandarines 16.11.1979 to 23.2.1980 

Cauliflowers 
Tomatoes 
Peaches 

1.5.1979 to 30.4.1980 
1.6.1979 to 30.11.1979 
1.6.1979 to 30.9.1979 Table grapes 1.8.1979 to 31.10.1979 Sweet oranges 1.12.1979 to 31.5.1980 

·.--

Increases of 2 r. for oranges, mandarines, clementines and lemons have been fixed in the financial compensation designed to 
assists disposal of Community citrus production on Community import markets. 

(5) i.e. Annual rate of increase since the introduction of the support arrangement. 

NB : Aid for the 1976 hop harvest ranged from 200 to 500 u.a./ha according to variety. 
Aid for 1977 : in u.a./tonne for aromatic varieties 375 (+ 9,6 ~), bitter 285 (+ 17,3 %) and ot~er; 600 (- 8,75 %' 
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B. Related measures 

• Cereals and Rice 

• Sugar 

• Oilseeds 

• Seeds 

• Fibre flax and hemp 

• Wine 

• Tobacco 

• Fruit and vegetables • 
• Beef and Veal 
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CEREAL.S AND RICE 

14 The organization of the market in cereals requires a few adjust

ments in the following areas to complete the new Community cereals 

organization and to improve its operation: 

- transport costs should be updated to ensure fluidity of the 

Community market; 

- the competitive position of barley on the feed grain market 

should be improved; 

- rye should be included in the general system; 

- the durum wheat : common wheat price ratio should b~ improved. 

Even if these changes are not completed this year, th~sP are the 

objectives to aim at-

24 Having regard to the gene-ral approach adopted 'for fixing prires, 

it is proposed that the intervention prices for th·e main cereals 

and for rice be kept unchanged- In accordance with the basic 

regulation on cereals, a market component and the most economic 

transport costs should be added to arrive at the target prices. 

So that the figures for transport costs may be as up-to-date as 

possible, the Commission will forward them at a later date. 

3., On the basis of an unchanged single common intervention price f)f 

121.57 u.a.,/t, allowing for a difference of 15% designed to 

encourage the production of common wheat of average bread-mnking 

quality, the reference price for this quality comes to 139.80 

u.a./t (as in 1978/79>-

However, it is proposed that, as in 1978179, market suppnrt be 

provided, not at this level,- but at that of the minimum bread

.ma~ing quality, i-e• with a reduction of 2.,84_u.,a-/t, the requltant 

price of 136-96 u.a,.lt being the satne as in 1978/79. 

l' 

l 
f 
' 
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44 As regards rye, it is proposed that its intervention price and 

the calculation of its target price be aligned on the barley and 

maize prices. This means lowering the intervention price for rye 

by 8-.68 u.a.lt which must be offset in the regions in which rye 

production is essential to the economy by a pre~ium per hectar~ 

based on a standard yield of 3 t/ha, which givPs a premiu~ of 

26 u.a. per hectare. The purpose of this premium is to maintain 

rye producers' incomes in those regions only4 

To offset the consequences of the alignment of rye prices on those 

--of-·barley and maize (feed grains>, it is proposed .that, _to main

'tain the necessa~y .ftuidity of the· .market in ry-e of g(,.od bread

making quality, a negative coefficient of equiv~lence at lPast 

equal to the reduction in the intervention price be introduced. 

By way of derogation, for the first _illarketing year, .however, it is 

proposed that the target price for rye by kept at 155 .. 12 u.a.lt. 

The coefficient of equivalence ment-ioned above would accordingly 

be reduced by the difference between the target prices for rye and 

for barley. 

It is proposed that the intervention increase for rye of good 

bread-making quality be maintained at 4.50 u.a.lt. 

It is proposed that a compensatory allowance be fixed for common 

wheat in storage on the market at the end of the 1978/79 marketing 

year~ A carryover payment subject to the same conditions is al.so 

proposed for rye of bread-making qualitY and for maize in storage 

in areas with a surplus. This measure is designed to support the 

cereals market in general and the common wheat market in par-ticular. 

6- As regards rice, Community production of medium and long-grain 

varieties continues to supplant round-grain rice which, however, 

finds a better market both in the Community and outside. For this 

reason, in the past two marketing years, Italy has had to import 

round-grain rice from non-member countries-

This situation is attributable to the current system of target prices 

for long-grain rice4 To encourage production of rice for which there 

is more demand, the Commission envisages abolishing the corrective 

amounts on intervention prices for long-grain rice and suppress the 

• 

gap between the threshold prices for long-grain and round-grain rice 4 (1) 

(1) See also COM(78) 730 

• fi:' 
.... ; ' ~ 
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SUGAR 

In 1978/79 the sugar supply situation in the Community i ~' ;)') in 1977/78. 

A reduction in the area under beet in Denmark, Germany and France has 

been offset by increases in the other Member States, part icul,1rly 

Belgium and Italy. Thanks to the excellent autumn weather, the '->llQc1r 

yield was above normal. Total production, 11.7 million t, is 

slightly above the level of the previous year. It exceeds foreseP.Ihl.e 

consumption by 2.2 million t. These figures point to a self'"supply 

rate of 123 %. The total quantity available for export, <lllo~o~ing fqr 

irrports of1.2 million t of preferential sugar, will re.1ch 3.-)5 

mill ion t .. of raw sugar. 

2. The big world surplus also persists. According to the latest estim~tes, 

world production in 1978/79 will again considerably exceed consu~t ion. 

It is therefore not surprising that the International Sugar Agreement 

which came into force on 1 January 1978 has not succeeded in ir!l)rnving 

world prices which stand at only 70 to 80% of the lower limit fixed 

in the Agreement and at about 30% of the Community price. . ! 

Exports of Community sugar continue·to necessitate refunds amountinq 

to over 600 million u.a. which is a heavy burden on the EAGGF even 

allowing for the fact that a large percentage is linked with our 

undertakings to i nport ACP sugar and a quarter is covered from revenue 

from the production levy paid by producers. Apart from th!>s~ 

financial aspects, the sugar export policy is also coming under 

increasing criticism from non-member countries, notably within GATT: 

it is claimed that it enables the Community to obtain an unfair share 

of the world market. 

3. For all the reasons indicated, the maximum quota should be fixed ~t 120% 

of the basic quota for the 1979/80 sugar year and the special maximum 

quota should be reduced to 223.75X of the basic quota for both 1978/79 

and 1979/80. 
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In addition for the production levythere should be a maximum amount 

equal to 30% of the intervention price, the ceiling provided for in 

the basic regulation and, consequently, a minimum price establi~hed 

for beet produced over and above the quota, equal to 70% of the 

minimum price for basic quota beet-

4- The Commission would also point out that pursuant ·to Article 5(4) of 

Protocol No 3 annexed to the Lome Convention the guaranteed prices 

for preferential sugar are to be negotiated annuatly and .fixed not 

later than 1 May. The Commission will make a proposal to the Council 

on the brief for these negotiations after the decision on Community 

prices has been adopted4 
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OILSEEDS 

Colza and Rapeseed 

With effect from 1 July 1975 the standard quality for colza and rapPseed 

was adjusted by reducing the oil content in the seeds from 42% to 40%. 

This amendment was carried out in order to take account of the fact that 

the new varieties of colza and rapeseed, which have a low erucic acid (on

tent, gave a lower oil yield; and since it was essential to encourage 

producers to cultivate these new varieties, it was necessary to avoid a 

situation where producers suffered a loss by such a change~ 

These new varieties are now well established, and are yielding an oil con

tent equal to the old varieties4 It is therefore appropriate to raise the 

oil content of the standard quality to take account of this improvement, 

and it is consequently proposed to fix the target price for a standard 

quality with a 42X oil content4 

In order to maintain the producer's income at the same level as during 

~1978/79 the target price should be increased by 6 u4a4/ton to 302,70 

u4a4/ton. 

Soya beans 

At the 516th meeting of the Council of Ministers for Agriculture in May 1978, 

the Commission undertook to study the effects of the system of semi-standard 

aid currently applicable to soya beans and to propose any appropriate 
amendments4 

Although the area under soya has increased in 1978, it must be acknowledged 

that Community soya production, which has received support since 1974/75, 

has not really got under way (1 300 ha in 1976, 1 200 in 1977, 3 900 in 

1978), despite improvements to the system which provided for a minimum 

yield of 2 000 kg/h~ and different target yields for different methods of 
cultivation. 

, I 
! 

,! 
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Although it con~iders that the aid system is not the 50le [~use of 

the present difficulties, the Commission proposes that it hP rPp\af.Pd 

by a system on the lines of that adopted for castor ~ePd ~nd for peds 

and field beans. The system would be based on the payment ~'f airJ t0 

the industrial user for the quantities of Community soya bp~ns artu~lly 

purchased and processed and on a policy of contracts bf't,..reen procf>ssors 

and producers, enabling the latter to obtain 'for the quantity actqally 

produced a minimum price very close to the guide price. 

The Commission is of the opinion that such a system is more Likely th~n 

that currently in force to guarantee the desired development of CommiH•i I r 
soya production. 

Castor seed 

Now that the special measures for castor seed have been i~ force for d 

few months, it is clear that the difficulties are greater than initi~lly 

expected. They arise mainly from problems of managing this crop,. tltEc 

need to purchase adequate harvesting equipment and the uncertainly un 

the part of producers as to the income they can expect. In view of 

these difficulties and the fact that the aid measures were adopted late, 

only a few dozen hectares were sown in 1978. 

Without incentives it is to be feared that the demand for this cror will 

fall short of the target. 

ThP.refore, on the one hand to encourage the seed-crushing industry to 

take an interest in this crop and, on the other hand, to protect producers 

against the considerable risks attendant on this new crop and to help 

them buy the requisite equipment, the Commission proposes that additional 

starting-up aid of 100 u.a.lt be granted on a tempot,ary basis. This aid 

would be paid to the processing industry, on condition that the benefit 

was passed on to the produ~er. 

The Commission proposes that the amount be granted for three marketing 

years and considers that such a period should be sufficient to ov~rcome 
the difficulties described above. 

• 
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Flax Seed 

1. At the 516th meeting of the Agricultural Council, the Commission under

took to look into the advisability of the measures designed to encou

rage the cultivation of flax and the questions arising from the fact 

that two categories of aid are granted in respect of flax seed. 

2. Since measures relating to flax seed were introduced in 1976 

(Regulation (EEC) No 569/76 of 15 March 1976), there has been a 

marked decrease in the area under seed flax (about 7 000 ha in 1918, 

as compared with 20 000 ha in 1977 and 28 000 in 1976>. This reduction 

occurred despite an improvement to the system initially envisaged 

(grant of a minimum aid per hectare for two marketing years; 

differentiation of the yield on the basis of homogeneous production 

areas>. The Commission accepts that other factors have contributed to 

this decline, but it is convinced that fresh impetus could be given to 

the cultivation of seed flax by replacing the existing system of srmi

standard aid by arrangements similar to those adopted for castor seP.d 

and for peas and field beans, provided that appropriate adjustments 

are made to take account of the characteristics of each individual 

market. A change in the system for fibre flax seed, which is also 

eligible for aid under Regulation (EEC) No 569/76, is not justified on 

the same grounds; in fact, this amendment should not affect the 

areas sown which, since the introduction of Community measures in 1970 

have each year totalled about 60 000 ha. 

3. Amending the system of aid in respect of flax seed in the way indicated 

above would also have the advantage of resolving the problem of dual 
aid. 

Certified seed of fibre flax and seed flax is currently eligible for 

both the aid provided for in Regulation (EEC) No 569/76, and the aid 

provided for in Regulation (EEC) No 2358/71 of 26 October 1971 on seeds. 

If the new system is adopted, flax seed would be eligible for the 
latter aid only. 
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This amendment would have little effect as regards s~ed flax because 

little certified seed is produced. On the other hand, since a large 

percentage of fibre flax seed (60% in the Netherlands and SUI. in 

Belgium) is certified for sowing, the change in the systrm would greatly 

reduce the incomes of producers of such seed. 

The Commission considers that the way to offset this loss for the pro

ducer is to increase the amount of aid granted in respect of certified 

seed. Since this would offset the loss only partially, thP diffPrenfe 

between the prices for certified and non-certified seed would b~ pro·

portionately greater. 

To prevent too large a difference from leading to increasing use of non

certified seed and hence to a drop in yields and deterioration in quality 

of the flax straw and flax fibre, the Commission is prepared to propose, 

if necessary, that the standard-rate aid per hectare for fibre flax bP 

made conditional upon proof that certified seed has been used. 

• 
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FIBRE FLAX AND HEMP 

At its 516th meeting the Council "noted the Commission':; willingness 

to undertake a thorough study of the advisability of measures t0 ••••••• 

and to encourage the use of fibre flax of Community origin ir1 the 

textile industry •••••• ". 

The Commission notes that the consumption of Community fl~x fibr~s fell 

from around 88 000 tonnes in 1974/75 to 76 000 tonnes for the 19/7/78 

marketing year. This fall (14%> is due in particular to: 

-the difficult economic situation of the textile industry in gPner~l 

which has also affected the flax industry, 

- replacement by other fibres in certain traditional flax markets, 

- the very sharp rise in prices for flax fibres following the indiffPrPnt 

yields of the 1976 harvest. 

The more normal level of the price for flax fibres since the middlP of 

1977 and a considerable effort to win new markets supported by a cam

paign aimed at informing consumers whi eh was conducted by the trade h;1ve 

enabled flax to regain half of the ground lost (consumption estimrlted 

~ at 81 000 tonnes for 1977/78>. 

To the extent that this recovery in consumption proves temporary and in

sufficient, the Commission anticipates proposing to the Council beforf 

the end of the 1978/79 marketing year appropriate measures haviny Lhr 

efhct of produchg a tevel of co:1sumption of Communil)' flbn;::; in tiu. 

EE~ permitting normat mar!~eting cf CcmmunHy ptoductio.-~ wh il-L, it shoul . .J 

be noted, is carried cut over ar. area which has been more or l.::i>:,; un·· 

changed for several years (about 65 000 hectares). 
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SEEDS 

1. Regulation (EEC) no 2358/71 of October 1971, as last amended by R~qulation 

(EEC) no 1346/78 of 19 June 1978, concerning the common org~ni~~t ion of 

the market in seeds, lays down in Article 3 that, wherE> the -;ituation on 

the Community market for one or more of the products listf:'d in thl? Annex 

and its foreseeable development do not ensure producers a fair inr.orne, 

aid may be granted to those species. The aid shall be fixed evPry two 

years before 1 August for the marketing year beginning in the fol lnwina 

year and for the subsequent year. This proposal therefore concerns th" 

marketing years 1980/81 and 1981/82. 

2. This proposal is based on the following conditions : 

a) The estimate of the harvest 1978 (~ 1,520.000 qx) shows a~ inrreas~ for 

all three groups of seeds (oil seeds, grass seeds, l~gum~ sePds) in 

comparison with 1977 (1,485.000 qx). In 1977/78 the trade br;lanrf' ,,fith 

third countries has improved with a stabilization of exports arcornpa

nied by an import reduction of 14 %. 

b) With a stock level of~ 785.000 qx (and for certain species- i.e. 

Lolium perenne L., Lolium multiflorum L. -well above normal) th0 

Community's available supplies for 1978/79 are~ 2,305.000 qx. With 

a normal consumption (~ 1,600.000 qx) and a normal stock levPl 

(~ 550.000 qx), supply is thus well assured. 

c) As a consequence of this situation, the prices for seeds dt prf'sent 

are in general reasonable for the producer but show a tPndenry tv 

slight decrease for the species in surplus. 

d) A possible revision of Regulation (EEC) no 569/76 of 15 March 11.}76, 

laying down special measures for lin (in the sector of oil SPPd~), 

to exclude certified flax seeds and lin seeds for sowing frorn -iHJ 

under this regulation, would significantly influence the ~U)tv)m~ 

in this sector with risks for the future stability of th€' (ornn'llfllh·'s 

supply of quality seeds. Thus a retention of the balance in thP 

economy between the seeds for oil purposes and certified St"f'd.-; wn
11

1 d 

mean a necessary increase in price for the latter of + 50 X. 

• 
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This would probably mean an increasE' in production costs for 1 ha nf 

linseeds and flax of + 1 %. The Commission considers that at pn:.,:ent' 

the market can not adequatly provide for thic; increaco;f"> and is ti•P. Pf<.H~ 

prepared to propose an adjustment of the ai.:l given to the ab0ve two 

species under Regulation (EEC) n° 2358/71. 

3" In conclu::.ionr and cons·irlering ~hat this propos-3l concPrnc; t1>110 ;n,Jrk~'>ting 

years (i980i81 and 1981/82>, with a possibil.ity of modificrJtion fnr tf1e 

second year, the following are proposed : 

a) the aid for all species should be mai~tain~d ~l thP presnnt levPL, 

b) if the aid system under Regulation (EEC) n° 56Q/76 ., rh~nq~rl. th0 

aid to flax seeds and linseeds should be increaser:! by 8,5 IJ.'i./!fl!J kq,. 

c) as the aid to seeds for the marketing year 1979/80 has already hf'~"n 

fixed (Regulation n° 1347/78 of 19 June 1978>, a der-ogatinn i<; 

required for the fixing of the aid to the above two specie>s f"r this 

marketing year • 
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WINE 

1. Article 2(1) of Council Regulation (EEC) No 816/70 of 28 April 1970 

laying down additional provisions for the common organization of the 

market in wine requires that a guide price be fixed annually, before 

1 August, for each type of table wine representative of Community 

production. 

Article 2(2) of the abovementioned Regulation lays down th"t thA 

guide price is to be fixed on the basis of average prices ret·ord~rl 

for the type of wine in question during the two wine-growing YP~' ~ 

preceding the date of fixing and on the basis of price trends dur1'1q 

the current wine-growing year. 

Community wine prices· (based on communi cat~_ons bx .t.b~:...._M..~~~~r._-':!.!_~!~2 

pursuant to Regulation (EEC> No 816/70 

I 
I 

Wine-growing R I R II R Ill A I I A J J 
year ua/ 0 /hl ua/ 0 I h l ua/ hl u~/ 0 I h l ua/ h L 

1976/77 I 1. 903 1. 970 31.96 1.579 37.71 

1977/78 
I 2.060 2.116 38.93 1. 785 31.71 

1978/791 
2.203 2.221 I 45.36 1.806 ~6. R4 

.~ .... -
1 from 5 September to 31 October 1978 

2. The prices recorded during the 1977/78 wine-growing year and thP 

early months of 1978/79 were higher than those in 1976/77 for mas~

produced table wine in France and Italy. This increase is parti

cularly marked for French and Italian red table wines (RI and R JI) 

and much smaller for the southern white table wines (A n. The 

prices recorded for white table wines of the northern type (A Il 

and A Ill), however, have dropped considerably over the samp period. 
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3. Prices in France and Italy have picke~ _up following a very small, 

below-demand harvest, resulting in mode~t availabilities despite 

very considerable stocks at the beginning of the marketing year. This 

favourable market situation can be expected to continue for the 1978/79 

wine-growing year by reason of a modest harvest, amounting to slightly 

less than normal consumption,and declining stocks. 

4. The difficulties on the market in white wines have seen confirmed by 

the adoption, because of the level of representative prices, of 

measures confined to holders of long-term storage contracts for these 

wines (guarantee of performance>. 

s. The upward trend of prices for the current year, expected in view of 

the reduced availabilities, must, however, be seen as the cons~quPncP. 

of two consecutive below-average harvests, and the price level must 

therefore be viewed with caution. The present situation is in fact 

a short-term one and the Commission considers that a balanced win~ 

secto,r can be estabUshed on a durable basis only by implementing 

the 1979-1985 action programme which it has presented to the Council 

(COM(78) 260 final of 31 July 1978>. 

·-1. 
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TOBACCO (1) ' 

1 .. Article 2 of the basic regulation <Council Regulation (f.EC) No 727/70 

of 21 April 1970) on the common organization of the market in raw 

tobacco lays down that prices for leaf tobacco must bf' f-ixed ilnnually, 

before 1 August, for each variety produced in the Community .. 

As it has done in recent years, the Commission is also forwarding to 

the Council its proposals for the fixing of premiums and derived 

intervention prices for the 1979 harvest .. 

2.. World production and consumption appear to be more or l.ess in balanre 

since 1977, except in the oriental tobacco sector (which accounts for 

about 184 of total production> .. In the Community, where production 

meets only 25X of demand, the market situation is generally speaking 

satisfactory as far as marketing is concePned .. 

It should be stressed, however: 

- that for certain oriental varieties difficulties of disposal still 

remain, principally because of the imbalance between supply and 

demand and a deterioration in quality- The Commission has presented 

a report to the Council on this subject (COM(78) 417 of 28 Septemlwr 

1978) .. 

Similarly, for Beneventano, the structural difficulties of which are 

well-known, a conversion programme was approved by the Council anrl 

is in its second year of application (Regulation (EEC) No 488/77 of 

10 March 1977>; 

- Community preference has been eroded somewhat by the fall of the 

dollar against the European currencies.. This situation particularly 

affects Community wrapper leaf tobacco (Round Tip) following the 

appearance on the market of new producer countries (notably in 

Central America) with low production costs .. 

(1) See also COM(78) 730 

... 
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To offset the market consequences of the decline in the dollar's 

exchange value, the Commission proposes that the premium be in

creased by 0.020 u.a./kg (about 1-2% up on the 1978 level). This 

adjustment will apply only to those varieties for which demand 

balances supply, i.e. excluding Xanti, Erzogovina, Perustitza and 

Beneventano. The adjustment proposed for Round Tip is 0.100 u.a./ 

kg, equal to the average increase aLlowed for the oth~r varieti~s 

(about 1.8%). 

3. In its proposal the Commission also presents an amendment to the 

list of varieties produced in the Community, to bring it closer to 

market realities. Variety No 6 (Burley) is deleted because it is 

no longer grown. Varieties Nos 8 (Philippin) and 9 (Semois), by 

reason respectively of their similarity with Dragon Vert and the 

small volume of production, have been classified as variety No 4 

(Paraguay and Dragon Vert>. Variety No 19 (Brasile Se~vaggio) 

(30 ha) has been included with Beneventano. 

4. The Commission proposes an amendment to Article 13 of the basic 

# regulatic1n (Regulation (EEC) No 727/70 of 21 April 1970>. 

The common organization of the market in tobacco was the first in 

which a system of market management was introduced. However, ex

perience has shown on several occasions that the instruments provi

ded for were inadequate. The failure, in laying down dates and 

time-limits, to take account of the characteristics of the product, 
particularly the long period between harvesting and marketing, makes 
it impossible to take appropriate action in time. The special 
measures to be adopted and the compensatory action to be taken, 
where necessary, are not clearly defined. To adapt this system to 
the reality of the market, it is therefore proposed as a first 
priority that the time of intervention be modified. If they are to 

be significant and establish that a situation of structural, not 

short-term, imbalance exists, conclusions should be drawn not from 

a single harvest but two successive ones. On the other hand, it 
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should be possible to implement measures at the end of the 

second harvest not only if the imbalance is proven hut also if 

a risk of imbalance is apparent. 

The immediate action to be taken must consist of special measures 

to deal with an exceptional situation, rather than price and pre

mium arrangements which are an instrument of normal market manage

ment applied annually to guide production. 

Lastly, the procedures should be specified in greater detail and 

the respective roles of the Council and the Commission better de

fined, together with the measures to be taken for the purpose of 

compensation. 

5. At the same time, the maximum quantities and percentages of each 

.variety of tobacco which may be taken into intervention and which 

when exceeded bring the market management instruments into play 

should be adjusted in line with changes in Community production 

policy since 1970. To that end, the Commission proposes an amend

ment to Regulation (EEC) No 1469/70 of 20 July 1970. 
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FRUIT AND VEGETABLES 

1. It is proposed to continue for the coming marketing year the mark~ting 

premium for fresh lemons. 

2. 

It is clear that the premium has, since its introduction in September 

1975, had a beneficial effect on consignments of Italian lemons to the 

other Member States, particularly as far as the proportion of Category I 

products to the total quantities consigned is concerned, as a shown in 

the following table 

Consignments to the Community (in tonnes> 

Years Total Category I Category II 

1973/74 76.900 42.000 34.200 

1974/75 108.100 43.500 64.300 

1975/76 105.400 91.700 13.400 

1976/77 87.900 83.400 4.300 

Maintenance of this premium during the next marketing year should enable 

this favorable development to continue. 

It should be noted that the grant of the premium will be accompani~d by 

no change in the reference prices. 

Study of the last processing season is not yet completed but the possi-
bility should be foreseen of having in 1979 to limit the quantity of 

produce on which the processing aid is payable, so as to i'IVO id an imbal an-
ce between production and sale possibilities. 

3. The Commission recalls that its proposal on preventive withdrawals 

(article 4 of the proposed amendment of Regulation (EEC) n° 1035/72 of 

18 May 1972 in COMC77> 526 final of 9 December 1977)remains on the table. 
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BEEF AND VEAL 

1. In view of the situation on the beef and veal market, the Commission is 

proposing once again to f.ix the intervention price at 90% of the guide 

price, i.e. 113.37 u.a./100 kg live weight. Buying-in has continued 

at a high level at this intervention price despite the fact that the 

Community was not self-sufficient in 1978. 

2. The Commission is of the opinion that the possibility of suspending 

intervention buying-in in particular Member States for particular 

qualities when the market price of a quality exceeds the buying-in 

price for that quality, and, conversely, of restoring buying-in when 

the market price is lower than the buying-in price, should be continued 

for the 1979/80 marketing year. 

This provision should be applied uniformly throughout the Community. 

3. As the conditions which led to the grant of a premium for the birth of 

calves, provided for in Council Regulation (EEC) No 997/78 of 12 May 

1978 continue to obtain, it is proposed that the premium be granted 

for a further period of twelve months during the 1979/80 marketing 
year4 

4. It is also proposed that the system of variable premiums granted in 

the United Kingdom for the slaughter of clean cattle be maintained 

and the rules currently in force continue to apply. 

• 
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c. Milk and milk products 
• 

The commission has examined the various elements of the market for mil~ 

and milk products in the Community in considerable depth in COM<?8> 430 

final of 25 September 1978. The document points to increasinq rli fficulry 

in the future due to continued increases in milk output in circum•.t.mce·; 

in which demand for milk products is at best static. More recent infor

mation provided by the Member States indicates that milk deliveries to 

dairies this year will increase by more than previously foreseen Cahoul 

4.3% compared with 1977) and that in some Member States production of 

butter and skimmed milk powder may rise by up to 30 per cent. 

2. 1ne Commission now proposes to the Council that the support prices for 

milk and milk products should not be increased above their present lev~; ·. 

for the milk year 1979/80. The only exception would be the threshrld 

prices for whey powder and lactose for which strong technical and m-1rkf•t inq 

reasons indicate the need for changes. 

3. ln its report CCOM(78)430 final> the Commission set out guidE'lines for 

the milk sector for the next few years and also certain optionr; for furt.hr>r 

action. In particular, it indicated that a better balanre could be P~t~b-

~ lished in the market either by linking intervention prices to thP lrvel 

of Community production or by making the eo-responsibility levy variablr 

in accordance with the level of Com~unity production and hence usinq tl1is 

levy also as a regulator of supply. The first alternative wotJlrl be 

straightforward, from the point of view of administration and impact on 

producer decisions, and would have the most direct effect on con'.umpt i•1n 

through restraint on prices. The second alternative provides funds to 

alleviate the budget and, provided that these funds are used effectively 

in aid of consumption, could have a comparable effect in both restraining 

production and expanding the available markets. The soundings made sint~ 

the publication of the Commission's report indicate that there is a 

predominant preference for the second alternative. ·~ithout going back on the 

merits of th~ first alternative the Commission now proposes that the 

new form of variable eo-responsibility levy should be introduced. 

4. The changes which the Commission proposes in the levy arrangements are 

significant and are specifically intended to make it a new and important 
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instrument for two purposes: to act as a disincentive to increased 

production so long as large surpluses exist and to strenghhen the 

measures necessary to increase consumption and to expand the markets 

for dairy products. The Commission thus accepts the continued eo

responsibility of milk producers themselves but is fully committed to 

making the eo-responsibility levy a more effective arm of the policy 

of market equilibrium. Under the Commission's new proposal the lPvf'! 

of the levy will be determined by the increase <or decrease) in the 

total volume of milk delivered to dairies subject only to the 

provision that, taking into account the volume of deliveries in 1978 

and in order to maintain continuity of financing .for certain measures 

in aid of consumption, the levy would not fall below 2% of the tarqet 

price. The change in the volume of milk delivered to dairies will be 

established for a four-month period by comparison with the average of 

the milk deliveries in the corresponding period in the reference years 

(1977/78 and 1978/79). Adequate time will be allowed for the 

establishment of the appropriate statistical data. Thus the levy will 

be subject to review three times a year and will be fixed at twice the 

percentage change in milk deliveries (for example an increase of 1.5% 

in milk deliveries would give rise to a eo-responsibility levy of 3%). 

The limited exemptions under the present eo-responsibility levy scheme 

(in particular for the mountain areas) will continue. The Commis-;1on 

has also given careful consideration to ways of protecting the revenue 

of small farmers with little or no alternative uses for their 

resources except in milk production and to the extent that their 

production is predominantly based on grass and their own feedstuffs. 

The Commission, therefore, now proposes that there should be an 

exemption from the levy for those farmers who fulfil all thP following 

requirements: 

a) whose principal occupation is farming 

b) who are under 55 years of age; or are between 55 and 60 years 

of age( 1
) and enter into a commitment to cease farming at the 

age of 60 years consistently with directive 72/160 

c) who deliver not more than 60.000 litres of milk a year 

d) whose agricultural holding is not more than 25 hectares 

e) who under take not to increase their number of dairy cows 

f) who have not more than 1 dairy cow per ha. 

(1) The Commission also draws attention to its proposal 
OJ Volume 20 Number C 69 of April 19, 1977, page 40 

.. 
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This will safeguard the revenue of small farmers. It also repre~ents 

some differentiation between milk .from feed produced on the farm and 

milk from feed imported on to the farm, since it is based on the volume 

of milk and not on the number of cows. 

6. In order to take account of the preparations for the new form of eo

responsibility levy and to take account of the seasonality in milk dPli

veries, th~ Commis·s ion proposes th.at in any. event the prE.-sent levy of 0. ";ii; 

of the target price should continue until 31 May 1979 and that the new 

arrangements will come into effect on 1 June 1979. The use of the funds 

generated by the short further extension of the eo-responsibility levy on 

its present basis, together with the funds not yet spent, will be th~ 

subject of a further report by the Commission to the Council. This will 

follow disc~ssi~n in the eo-responsibility group and the consultation of 

the Advisory Committee on ways in which these funds can be most effer.tively 

used to enlarge the market for milk and milk products. 

7. The new levy will be part of the common market organization intervention system 

in the dairy sector. Under the new proposal funds, which in certain circumstances 

could be substantial, will generally be pumped back in the form of lower prices 

or other benefits for consumers (including, in the case of animal feed, livestock 

~farmers>. The funds will be used primarily to support sales to Community consumers 

of butter, skimmed milk powder and other milk products, e.g. liquid milk for 

schoolchildren, and for the expansion of markets through promotional and research 

activities. The Commission indicates, in addition, that it intends to continue 

the existing discussion in the co-responsibil ity group and consultation of the 

Advisory Committee on specific measures relating to publicity, promotion and 

market research and to continue this programme in future years at or· about Hs 
planned level. 

Aid for investment 

8. 

9. 

It is clear that the steady expansion of milk deliveries to dairies within 

the Community has been fuelled by substantial investments benefitting from 

aids from public funds. The Community's efforts to improve the milk market 
situation, however, must not be jeopardized by measures which directly or 
indirectly promote higher production. 

The Commission, therefore, reiterates its view that those aids for investment 
on the farm which are directly linked to milk production and which favour 
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increased production must now be suspended, except in the case of certain ~ 
farms in certain regions to be defined by the Council on a proposal from 

the commission, until the market balance in the milk sector has been re-

stored to a more reasonable level. 

10. As far as marketing and processing of dairy products are concerned, the 

commission will take the appropriate measures in order to ensure a strict 

limitation of aids to investments. Aids will only be permitted for invest

ments concerning pa~teurtzed l~Quid milk not otherwise treated, utilization 

~f liQuid skimmed Milk for animal feeding, research, production of new pro

ducts, energy.saving and environmental protection. 

Aids to consumption 

11. The disposal programmes for ski1111ed milk powder on the internal market havP 

been successful. The volume of exports in 1978 has also been close to the 

high level achieved in 1977. As a result of the various measures, includinq 

a substantial programme of aid for the use of skifr!.med milk powder and skimtn<>d 

milk for animal feed, the intervention stocks on 1 January 1979 are about 

265,000 tonnes below the level on 1 January 1978 and about 700,000 tonnes be

low the peak figure. This result has been achieved despite a large incr·ease 

in the Community's production of skimmed milk powder. The high level of ,.,x~· 

penditure on the various disposal schemes which the Commission has put into 

effect is already a recognition of the social importance attached by the 

Community to the revenue of its 1,9 million milk producers. 

12. The Commission stresses the importance which it attaches to a consisten1· and 

continuing disposal programme for the surpluses of skimmed milk, whether in 

the liquid or powder form. In particular, in order to allow for longer-te,.m 

planning and practi~al arrangements necessary for the maintenance or increase 

of the use of liQuid skim ·for animal feed, the Commission intends to continue 

·the system of aid fo~ a period of years; it does not see this aid as a tem
porary measure. 

13. The development of the butter market is less satisfactory. The public inter

vention stock is about 220,000 tonnes. The Commission is of the opinion 

that a special effort is necessary in order to avoid further increases in 
stocks in 1979 

- the "social butter" scheme, the reduced price sales to defence forces and 

non-profit making institutions and the reduced price sales for pastry and 

ice-cream manufacture must be maintained. An increased list of products 

which can benefit" from Regulation (EEC> No 232/75 is now being examined 

and the Commission is confident that offtake for use in food manufacture 
can be increased. 
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- consistent with its policy of giving preference, whPre rr~~onable, to 

Community consumers and also of avoiding surplus products pFJssinq through 

the interventioro :;tares,. the Ccrnmis•,ion prop(l'~r.>·.; ~h-1t tiiF' r·,-,rnmllnity cryn

tribution to the general butter subs·idy under Requlat inn (11 r' Ni' ,::.?,\1//7, 

be increased substantially to 75 per r.?nt of tot:-'il. ro~t up to -.1 fllilxirnrnn 

Community contribution of 42 u.a. per 100 kq 

- while recognizing that Community exports of brJtter in 1978 hdVt-' l'een bP

low the Level achieved in 1977, prospects for signifirant incrP~~e~ in 

1979 are limited, even with the maintPnance of an art ivt' I?XP'"~r' p0i '' y. 

~~-~~rsion to other enterprise~ 

14. The Commission is of the view that the system of premia 'for non-rn-lr·kpl in'l 

of milk and miLk products and for conversion ,to beef and shePp arp p•,-:pw· 

tial elements in the l'e-establishment of balance in the milit rnarkPt. Hy 

the end of December 1978 some 700,000 cows were already arcourtt···d for ''' 

approved applications under this scheme. This represents about ?.18% 0f 

the Community dairy herd. The Commission will present a more comrletP 

report on the operation of these schemes early in 1979. In the meantime, 

, 

in order to avoid uncertainty about the future of these sda'?mes and ::. irJI P 

the modifications introduced in 1978 have been significant, both Hl tfw 

higher level of aid and changed procedures, the Commission propose~ t~1 the 

Council that these schemes be extended unchanged up to thr f'nd of thf.:· rn-lr·

keting year 1979/80. 
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15. The non-markPting/conversion scheme is .1 usPftll method of encouraqing 

those who may wish to give up dairying. In addition, as indicated in the 

Commission's report on the common organizations of the beef m~rket 

(COM(77) 220, October 5, 1977) it is becoming more evident that it will be 

necessary to accompany the milk programme with additional steps to stimu

Late specialised beef production. The Commission will present in dtJe course 

proposals to this effect. 

Other measures 

16. In the last two years, when the intervention prices for milk prodtJrts wPre 

increased, prefixed refunds for some or all milk products were adju:;t~>rJ in 

cases where the products were manufactured after thP brqinning of the nPw 

campaign. This approach has been found reasonable by the MPmber St~t~s. 

In order to be consistent, to provide for greater equity betwef>n producprs 

who sell on the open market and those who sell to intervention and to ."-~vr.: i<i 

windfall gains under the present Legislation, the Commission pr0pn'r-'> t!1.;t 

for purchases of butter and skimmed milk powder into intervention, the 

buying-in prices applicable either in units of account or nat ion;ll r·w·r.,nr· iPs 

shall be those of the date of manufacture of the products. 

' 
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o. Agricultural ?tructares Polic~ 

1. An analysis of the agricultural situation shows: 

the need for improved productivity in broad groups of farms, many of 

them located in regions suffering severe disadvantages; 

-the disparity between agricultural activity and the overall developm~nt 

of these regions and of other regions of the Community; 

the stagnation in employment and land mobility consequPnt on the 

economic recession; 

- the worsening of permanent market imbalances for several important 

agricultural products. 

2. The Commission is convinced that the socio-structural policy is an 

essential element of the common agricultural policy. It is the 

instrument which is designed "to increase agricultural productivity by 

promoting technical progress and by ensuring the rational devE:>lopment 

of agricultural production and the optimum utilization of the fnctors 

of production, in particular labour" (Article 39(1)(a)). In this rPspect 

~ it should complement and support the markets policy. 

It is through this policy that the Community must take account of "t hf> 

particular nature of agricultural activity, which results from t~e 

social structure of agriculture and from structural and natural dis-
• 

parities between the various agricultural regions" (Article 39<?'(i'!) .. 

Consequently, it is also an objective of the agricultural structures 

policy to reduce disparities of income between agricultural regions. 

Finally, this policy must serve to resolve or prevent clashes between 

the demands of agriculture and of environmental protection and 

improvement • 

3. The agricultural structures policy must be concerned with the medium 

and long term: yet must allow for certain major constraints: 

, 

- the present situation and the medium- and long-term prospects of the 

economy in general; 

- the situation and prospects of the agricultural markets; 

- the specific development requirements of the structurally weakE'st 

agricultural regions; 

' ! ' 
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The commission considers that a long-term policy must be developed 

and adjusted along the following lines: 

- it must be flexible to meet both changing economic situations and 

requirements which are different in kind and scalP; 

- it must be cQnsistent with other Community and national policies; 

- it must give priority attention to the structurally weakest rPgions~ 

4~ The structural measures already adopted muqt clearl.y bP amendPd or 

extended to respond fully to these principles and qui'.iPl inPs. It 1:-, 

true that, regardless of the extent to which the Direct ivPs or 

Regulations already irrplemented have been applied, the f>X 1 <;t ing me<1<~•1rt?s 

have not been such as to bring about irrprovement in the s1 r•Jctural 
I 

situation of a substantial number of farms, particularly thoc:,., which 

are small and especially those in difficult areas. 

To exclude these categories of farm from the "benefits of the common 

structures policy" is also extremely unsatisfactory for th~ ovE-rall 

economic development of those regions. 

s. Thus, while pursuing its study of di~ect income aids as a possible solu

tion to hardship situations, the Commission considers that a further 

effort should be made to bring about a change in this situation by 

adopting at Community level specific measures which it will be ~ossihl~ 
to apply in the regions in question. 

1 

To this end the Commission will propose, for some particularly less

favoured regions with a large proportion of small farms, that programmes 

be set up for the Community financing of investments designed t0 

develop, modernize or convert towards production which is particul"rly 

suitable for these regions 1• 

The Commission considers that the measures to be undertaken within thesf' 

programmes should be supplemented by other specific measures to en

courage withdrawal from farming even where the land thus made available 

would not be directly used for carrying out a development plan. 

For.example, the development of some types of stockfarming in Mediterranf'an 
reg1ons, sheepfarming in Greenland and certain programmes in the French 
overseas departments spring to mind. 

• 

• 

• 
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6- In the same way~ the Commission is stilt convin~~d that the agricultural 

'structures policy can~ot and must not be a substitut~ for social, 

economic or regional policies, but that it should corq:>lE>ment and support 

them- The Commission accordingly intends to work for ah intPgr~terl 

approach to the overall development of less-favoured re~ions- ror this 

purpose, it will implement development programmes in small, geographically 

distinct areas, deploying various ways and means at Commur)ity, natioP.:~l 

and regional levels-

7- With regard to the existing structural measures which are of gPneral 

application throughout the Community, the Commission still considers 

that they should be adjusted in certain respects in order to takP account 

of the changed socio-economic context in which they have to be 

i rrp Lemented-

These adjustments should be such as tb make it possible to apply the 

Community provisions more selectively, by concentrating them on farms 

which are in real need, while at the same time steering such farms 

towards economically sounder types of farming_ 

, 
8- ln this connection the Commission recalls that it has already trans-

mitted to the Council certain amendments to the socio-structural 

Directives- It intends to amplify or amend these proposals-

In order to achieve the objectives stated above, Directive 72/159/EEC 

on the modernization of farms should be amended so that 

- farms exceeding a certain scale should be excluded from its scope 

- access to development plans should be broadened by reducing the level 

of the target income and by easing the rules for achieving it 

- aid to investment and development of farms can be concentrated on 

Lines of production which have good demand prospects and, accordingly, 

aid would no Longer be granted to investments in dairy farms, green·~ 

houses, and pig units (except certain types of investment in some 

regions to be defined). 

. 
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With regard to Directive 72/160/EEC, the priority aim must still be to 

transfer land to farms which need it to be able to modernize. 

In order to improve land mobility with this end in view, the Commission 

feels it is necessary 

- to make a substantial increase in the amount of the retirement 

annuity eligible for assistance 

- to introduce a Community system of annuities for persons 

aged at Least 50 who undertake to give up farming complPtely At thP 

age of 60 at the latest and neither to increase the size of their 

farm nor the volume of their agricultural output. 

With regard to Directive 72/161/EEC concerning the provision of socio

economic guidance for and the acquisition of occupational skills by 

persons engaged in agriculture, the Commission considers it necessary 

-to make Community finance available for training managers and 

personnel for producer groups 

- to align the rate of the EAGCF contribution to the cost of vocation3l 

training measures on that of the European social Fund, namely SO%. 

9. The Commission will shortly translate its plans into formal proposals 

to the Council; at the same time it will revise th.e proposals it put 

forward in 1976 for adjusting the various amounts provided for in thP 

socio-structural Directives to take account of changes in purchasing 

power. 

• 
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E. Agri-monetary measures 

~ The monetary compensatory amounts (MCA) and the green exchang£> rate ' 1 .. 

system were originally created to prevent a situation in whicl• ~h~nges in 

currency parities automatically involved abrupt identical rh~ng~s in the 

various common agricultural policy amounts, in particular prices, 

expressed in national currencies. The end purpose of this progres~ive 

adjustment was to avoid either sharp inflation when a currency dev;1Lued 

or, a big drop in agricultural incomes if it revalued. The mon€'tary 

compensatory amounts were originally 

(a) to be decided case by case by the Community 

(b) to be temporary 

(c) to have the conditions for their dismantling fixed by thP Council. 

at the moment they were instituted. 

2. The general disorder of the currency situation since 1971, partictJiariy 

• the floating of many currencies, has warped the system. rhe int roduc t 10n 

of compensatory amounts has become automatic and is m.l t acCOillf)an ·i ,..d by 

the conditions for their abolition. 

The consequences of this are as follows: 

<a> The monetary compensatory amounts have swollen in both the positivf' 

and negative directions to such a point that price unity, th~ bas·is 

of the common agricultural policy, has disappeared. 

Germany 

Belgium 

Luxembourg 

Netherlands 

= 
= 
= 
= 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

MCA rates on 31 January 1979 

10.8 Denmark = 0 Ireland 
3.3 France 
3.3 Italy 
3.3 United Kingdom 

... 3 

..,. -· 10.6 

= - 1"? .. 7 

= - 28.2 
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The maximum variation is thus almost 40 points between Germany, 

which has the highest positive amount, and the Unit Pd Kingd0m, 

which has the largest negative amount .. 

The disappearance of price unity effectively robs of redlity what 

was intended to be one of the key devices of the common dgricultural 

policy, namely the annual fixing of prices .. 

(b) In the long run, the gap between the prices actually applied in !"',1ch 

Member State and the common price level creates distortions of 

production.. Generally speaking, the countries with devalu~d 

currencies, which have by definition had to face hiyher increase~ 1n 

the'1r ·input c·osts~ must apply producer prices lower th;-m tlw comrnnn 

prices .. The converse is naturally the case for countrie~ with re

valued currencies .. 

(c) When they increase, the monetary compensatory amounts are liable to 

create distortions in competition insofar as it is difficult to hase 

them on purely objective considerations.. This is the case with the 

majority of products of first-stage and second-stage processing, 

for which the aim is, by using a range of coefficients, to 

differentiate between the basic product, to which MCJis would anJ:Jiy, 

and the value added by the processing, which should tJf' free of f"lr·Ac;,. 

3,. The Commission has been pointing out all these disadvantaqes tor a lon~ 

time past: proposals were made to the Council in 1976 and 1977 (COM/76/ 

590 and COM/77/482>, but in vain .. 

More recently, in the document it submitted to the European Council on . 
5 December 1978 (COM/78/700>, the Commission noted: 

"The system of monetary compensatory amounts and green rates, which loiAS 

introduced to cope with the effects of monetary upheavals on agriculture, 

has, by eliminating the normal consequences of exchange rate chnnges and 

generating artificial distortions in competition, Led to a virtual 

isolation of the agricultural sector within the Community economy as a 

whole .. The continuation of the system jeopardizes the Common Agr·icultural 
Policy itself .. " 
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The European council, approving the.eommission's analysis, requested the. 

council to dhcuss and come to a decision on the Commission's proposal on 

the impact of the European Monetary System on the common agricultural 

policy (COM/78/658>. (See para. 6(1)(1) of the Resolution of the European 

Council>. 

On this it clearly gave the following guidelines: 

"The European Council stresses the importance it attaches to avoiding the 

creation of permanent MCAs in the future and to the gradual reduction of 

the existing MCAs in the aht of reestablishing the unity of the common 

agr·icultural policy pdces while taking due account of the prices policy.," 

4., The following three main principles emerge from these guidelines: 

<a> 

(b) 

If certain monetary adjustments are still to occur, there will need 

to be rules guaranteeing that any MCAs introduced··are not of ·tasting 
nature. 

In order to restore price unity, the reduction of the present MCAs 
must be gradual but effective. 

(c) The taking into account of the prices policy means two things: first, 

it is clear that the rhyth• of reduction must not result in in

tolerable situations for farmers;· secondly, it must not result in 

excessive annual price increases. 

5., Basing its.elf on these principles the Commission considers that the main 

lines of the following scheme should be observed in the case of the M~mber 

States whose currencies are maintained within a fixed maximum spread; 

the situation of the other Member States must be the subject of an annual 

examination and decisions by the Council, on the basis of a Commission 

proposal, the aim being the dismantling of the monetary compensatory 
amounts. 

A. The new Compensatory Amounts 

Ca) They would only be introduced by Council decision., That follows 

from the fact that the return to greater monetary stability ought 

to make their introduction an exceptional act justifying the 

calling of a COuncil Meting i.ediately after any change in the 

~.;,~~-"'·it~•~! -~~M\t.P-at.es. 

.. I 
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The return to greater monetary stability justifies returning to the 

procedure existing before 1971- The EMS by its monetary character

istics (central rates, but adjustable) recalls the international 

monetary system existing at that time-

The Council would then, on a proposal from the Commission, hav(> the 

choice between two possibilities: 

- it could decide not to create MCAs but to adjust the grPen rates 

immediately- This course could be envisaged notably in cases where 

the value of the central rates changed only slightly- ThP Council 

could at the same time decide on any additional measures that miqht: 

be needed; 

-or it could decide to create new MCAs and the conditions for their 

elimination .. 

Should the Council not take any decision there would have to be 

automatic creation of new MCAs. 

(b) Dismantling of the new MCAs 

Procedures would need to be laid down for dismantling MCAs, i-e- for 

preventing them from becoming permanent, in cases where the counl.' tl 

did not make provision for this when creating them and in cases 

where they were introduced automatically-

These procedures would have to make provision for two separate 
things: 

the dismantling procedure and its duration 

accompanying measures .. 

.. 
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On'the dismantling procedure th-e,-~ue,s:tit>J'I·'k~tses whether it should be 

automatic or not. 

•,· 

The Comtnission consider·s that dismantling "'ust be linked to the proyress · 

achieved in the operation of the EMS. 

It is cl•ar that the favourable effects of the EMS on the harmonization of 

economic conditions in the various Member States and on currency st~bility 

will only make themselves felt gradually. An automatic proc~dure must 

therefore be introduced gradually while respecting the European rnuncil's 

guidelines, i.e. the duration of the new monetary compensatory amounts 

must be precisely defined. 

The MCAs introduced after the date of entry into force of the EMS would 

be automatically dismantled in the following way (i..,e. if the Council. did 

not decide otherwise): 

- they would be reduced by sor. not later than the beginning of the 

first marketing year following that of their introduction 

-the other sor. would be eliminated not later than the beginning of 

the second marketing year following that of their introduction. 

However, the Council acting on a proposal from the Commission, may defer 

by one-- year at l or ·part· of the adjustment to be made in each of these two 

stages. 

These provisions must be integrated into a definitive system at the end of 

the initial phase of the European Monetary System. 

' '" •·. 
·, 
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Lastly, with regard to the measures to accompany the dismantling process, 

the Commission takes the view that arrangements cDuld b~ made to facili

tate the elimination of the new compensatory amounts and in particular 

that these arrangements could be defined when the amounts werP. instituted .. 

But it is against any procedure under which elimination of the M<4s would 

be made automatically conditional upon an increase in prices E'lCrr<•SsPd in 

units of account .. 

B. The old con.pensatory amounts 

The dismantling of the old compensatory amounts must: 

(a) be progressive 

(b) take account of the prices policy .. 

These two conditions are not mutually exclusive but throw light on each 

other .. 

It is clear to the Commission that the dismantling must be fairly rapid if 

it is to be meaningful, but that other considerations must be borne in mind~ 

in particular the possible introduction of new compansatory amounts, And 

price policy requirements, whether seen from the farmer's point of viP.w 

or from that of general economic policy or of the consumer .. 

Once these general principles are stated, two matters must be decided, 
namely: 

- the duration of the dismantling period and the procedure 

- the conditions governing the dismantling,. 
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1 .. Duration and procedure 

The Commission considers that it would run counter to the. principles outlined 

~ above to fix a rigid "timetableu for dismantling the stock of MCAs existing at 

the time of entry into force of the EMS .. 

On the other hand, it considers it desirable to fix a deadline by which this 

stock should have been phased out .. 

The Commission propose to fix this deadline at two years (or 2 marketinq years) 

following the end of the initial stage of the EMS or, 4 years (or 4 marketing 

years) from the date of its introduction. 

2 .. Conditions governing the dismantling process 

It is clear that the dismantling of the positive compensatory amounts cr~ates 

more problems than that of the negative amounts, although, with r.egard to the 

latter, care must be taken not to re-activate inflation .. 

The Commission considers that it cannot propose that the elimination of the 

~~sitive amounts should automatically entail an equivalent increase in prices 

expressed in units of account .. 

On the other hand, the Commission feels that the timetable for dismantling the 

positive amounts can and should be adjusted in such a way that, combined with 

the requirements of an objective price policy the result would be tolerable 

for farmers .. 
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Likewise, on condition that it would be authoriz~d and monitored by the 

community authorities and that it would not give rise to distortions of 

competition, the Commission considers that some temporary nation~t compen

sation could be paid if the trend in the net incomes of farmprs w~rranted it. 

With regard to the application of these principles to the 1979/80 marketing 

year, the Commission proposes : 

(a) A dismantling of the negative compensatory amounts entailing a ~rice 

increase of 4.5 % for Ireland, thus enabl1ng the amounts to b~ 

abolished in that Member State, and of 5 % for France, Italy and 

the United Kingdom. These 5% include for France, the devaluation which 

has already been decided for the marketing year 1979/80, (')l,cepl for 

pigmeat for which the 5 % is to be added to the 3.6% alre.:1dy d•.'' irled. 

The decisions which the Council could adopt in the immediate futur•·, 

in respect of which another proposal is being presentPri at 1 he ·-.. ;me 

time, would be set off against these figures. 

(b) As for the positive compensatory amounts, the need for rigour as 

regards prices means that dismantling should not exceed a ~cale 

justified in economic terms and tolerable at political level. 

." 
In view of present circumstances and proposals, the Commission is not propo-

sing a revaluation of the green rates entailing positive compensatory 

amounts, but keeps the option to put forward complementary proposals at an 

appropriate time. 

Conclusion 

6. In conclusion, the Commission must stress the serious and urgent need for 

the adoption of interrelated decisions upon which not only the future deve

lopement of the Community, but even its very preservation, may well depend. 

These decisions concern 

1. The establishment of the European Monetary System, an indispensable 

-- irisfrunient for brfnging closer together the economic and monetary 

policies of the Member States, in a word, the key to the progress 

of the Community. 

... 
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The rationalization of the common agricultural policy through the 

elimination within a reasonable period of the monetary compensatory 

amounts .. 

3.. The safeguarding of the common agricultural policy by means of an 

objective price policy properly related to condit;on~ on thP markets, 

producers' requirements and consumer capacity4 

If, in order to arrive at definitive, satisfactory and mutually consistPnt 

solutions to these three fundamental problems, it should prove desirable to make 

slight adjustments to certain Community policies in force or to submit cPrtai:: 

supplementary proposals, the Commission would be prepared to do so on condition 

that the essential meaning of the three major projects mentioned above would 

not be il!l)aired .. 
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F. FOOD AID 

In the preliminary draft budget for 1979 the Commission had proposed to 

the Council that the following quantities should be fixed for food aid : 

1 135 000 t of cereals, 150 000 t of milk. powder and 55 000 t of butteroil. 

The "Budget" Council followed the Commission's proposal as regards milk 

powder but reduced the quantity of cereals to 720 500 t and that of butteroil 

to 45 000 t. The Commission still feels that the quantities fixed for these 

two products are insufficient and will fail to meet the growing needs of 

the developing countries in 1979. 

1. CEREALS 

The Commission would stress that the data in this document which 

relates to quantities of cereals do not anticipate the decision to be 

taken at the negotiations for a new Food Aid Convention. 

On 28 November 1977 the Council gave the Commission a brief to 

negotiate the new Food Aid Convention, the Community's annual 

participation to be 1 650 000 t. 

The "Budget" Council of 18 July 1978 maintained, in the draft budget, 

the same quantity as for 1978, i.e. 720 500 t, while giving the 
following undertaking 

"Should the CommunHy participate in the WOrld Food Aid Convention in 

1979, the Council undertakes to draw the appropriate conclusions at 
budgetary level." <1> 

In line with this undertaking given by the Council, the Commission 

therefore intends to submit to the Budget Authority a preliMinary 

draft Supplementary Budget to that effect, once the Convention has 

been signed (probably late February or early March ~979>. 

<
1>ooc. R 2449 f/78 of 25 September 1978 
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BUTTEROI L 

The 45 000 t which the Council has fixPd ws the fluantity fnr buttf'rnit 

under the 1979 budgetary procedure will be insufficient to meet the 

minimum requirements of many developing countries, sine€' consider~hlA 

aid must still be supplied to India under the large-<;cal f> r11ral develop

ment programme entitled "Operation Flood II" (annual del. i1'0ry of 12 700 t). 

The Commission considers therefore that its original propos~t t,f ~~ 000 t 

should be adopted {preliminary draft budget for 1979). 

The Budget Authority will translate this increase into budgetary 

terms when a Supplementary Budget is presented covering both cere~l~ and 

butteroil (see point 1 above). 
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